How To Fulfill The Law
Howdy Dot Fans!
Today I would like to take the time out to discuss some of the happenings I’ve been hearing about at
this 99.1 station that Glasgow is running. It seems to me that lately he has taken to doing most of
the interviews himself and he seems to change his topics as frequently as he does the people he
interviews.
I couldn’t help but listen as I tuned in this morning to hear the subject matter switch frequently from
politics, to current events, and of course religion, which seems to be the spinal cord of the “Good
Pastor’s” message… although that remains to be seen.

Somewhere in the middle of jumping from talking about the law… (which I hear keeps tailing this
guy on a regular basis to make sure he isn’t breaking any) the Pastor drew a brief pause in radio
land by saying that “Jesus said He came to fulfill the law.” O.K. Does that mean that the law no
longer exists? What the hell kind of law was he talking about and why if it’s fulfilled do we still have
the cops following Pastors around a city shaped like a circle? Will the police chase ever end? I
mean… the city is a circle!

Therefore, I had to do some research on law which is defined as, “T he system of rules that a
particular country or community recognizes as regulating the actions of its members and may
enforce by the imposition of penalties” or “ a statement of fact, deduced from observation, to the
effect that a particular natural or scientific phenomenon always occurs if certain conditions are
present.” In other words, the law simply put can either be a code of conduct for a certain group of
people or it can be an immutable truth. I don’t know much about either of these things as it applies
to a radio show which seems to be about nothing and everything at all on a station called WKCG (We
Keep Community Growing) and simulcast on facebook which you can watch here…
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1861704614141727
So I decided to do some research on my own and figure out what Glasgow was actually saying. I did
find out that in the Bible, Jesus did say He came to fulfill the law. I also found that later in the Bible
it states that Love is the fulfillment of the Law. Well played Pastor. Read about it here
http://www.egrc.net/articles/Rock/Jesus’_Jewish_Teachings/LoveFulfillmentOfLaw.html

If we knew how to love each other properly, we wouldn’t need these laws, and then these laws could
not be used as a weapon of oppression against the undesirable and less fortunate people of society.
Umm… That’s a lot to take in. Maybe that’s not what the show was really about. IDK. Tune in for
yourself to the replay and consider this… When the Law (Police), keeps chasing people around in a
Circle (Dothan), for spreading Love to the people (Pastors), which definition of the law is the correct
one to use? Hmm. I pick definition #2. ( a statement of fact, deduced from observation, to the effect
that a particular natural or scientific phenomenon always occurs if certain conditions are present).
Because friends, the only thing I keep seeing down here in the southern U.S.A. from Dr. Martin
Luther King, to Dr. Kenneth Glasgow is that if you are a Black Pastor that goes around spreading
love, sooner or later you will find your ass running from the cops in a never ending circle for doing

nothing. Sheesh.

Now that’s Law.
The Black Hacker

